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Abstract. The emergence of large-scale dynamic sets in real applica-
tions brings severe challenges in approximate set representation struc-
tures. A dynamic set with changing cardinality requires an elastic ca-
pacity of the approximate set representation structure, while traditional
static structures, e.g., bloom filter, cuckoo filter, and their variants can-
not satisfy the requirements. Existing dynamic approximate set repre-
sentation structures only provide filter-level extensions, which require a
single membership query to probe all discrete filters one by one. The
large number of small discrete memory accesses takes up the vast ma-
jority of query time and results in unsatisfied query performance. To ad-
dress the problem, in this work we propose the entry-extensible cuckoo
filter (E2CF) to reduce memory access overhead for dynamic set repre-
sentation and accelerate the membership query. E2CF utilizes adjacent
buckets with continuous physical addresses in a cuckoo filter to extend
bucket entries, which avoids many discrete memory accesses in a query.
To further make E2CF space and time efficient, we adopt asynchronous
extension and fine-grained splitting methods. Experiment results show
that compared to state-of-the-art designs, E2CF reduces the query and
insertion time by 82% and 28%, respectively.

Keywords: Dynamic set representation · set membership query · entry-
extensible · cuckoo filter.

1 Introduction

Since the emergence of large-scale sets in big data applications [4], set represen-
tation and membership query structures have been widely used [6]. Set repre-
sentation means organizing set information based on a given format, while the
membership query means determining whether a given item belongs to a set. In
practice, the performance of set membership query is crucial to applications. For
example, in network security monitoring applications [9], the long membership
query time results in late detection and failed protection. Furthermore, the per-
formance of set membership query directly affects deletion and non-repeatable
insertion, which need to search the item first.
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Fig. 1. The time breakdown of a query in DBF and DCF

In real-world applications, precise set storage and query cannot meet the
requirements of space and time efficiency. Fortunately, approximate set repre-
sentation and membership query structures can reduce storage overhead and
accelerate query at the cost of a small probability of false positive on the query
result, and thus have attracted much efforts in academia [2,7].

The most widely-used approximate set representation structures are bloom
filter (BF) [2], cuckoo filter (CF) [7], and their variants [3,8,14]. BF [2] is a fixed-
length array of bits, which are initially set to “0”. When inserting an item, BF
maps the item into the array by k independent hash functions and transforms
the corresponding bits to “1”. BF queries whether an item belongs to the set by
checking if all its k bits are “1”. However, BF does not support deletion. If one
deletes an item by flipping its k bits to “0”, other existent items that share the
k bits will also be regarded as not in the set.

To support deletion, counting bloom filter (CBF) [8] replaces each bit of a BF
with a counter of d bits. Inserting or deleting an item will increase or decrease
the value of the corresponding counter. However, it requires d× more space than
a BF. CF [7] is an array of m buckets and each bucket contains b entries. For an
incoming item, CF stores its fingerprint in one of the entries. CF can support
deletion by searching and removing the corresponding fingerprint.

The cardinality of the sets in real applications is constantly changing and un-
predictable [5,10,11]. For example, the arrival of items in stream processing appli-
cations shows high dynamics [12]. Since aforementioned static structures [2,7,8]
cannot adjust capacity, they fail to represent the dynamics of set cardinality,
and the cost of rebuilding a larger static structure is unacceptable. Very lim-
ited work has been done to cope with frequently changing sets. The notable
exceptions include dynamic bloom filter (DBF) [10] and dynamic cuckoo filter
(DCF) [5]. To dynamically extend and downsize capacity, DBF [10] appends and
merges multiple homogeneous CBFs. However, using multiple CBFs leads to the
problem of unreliable deletion. DCF [10] further utilizes multiple CFs to store
the fingerprint of an item, and thus supports reliable delete operation.

However, the query performance of existing dynamic set representation struc-
tures [5,10] is unsatisfied. Both DBF [10] and DCF [5] are filter-level exten-
sions, which require a single membership query to probe all conjoint filters one
by one until the result is found. Today’s CPU reads data from memory at a
coarse-grained granularity of cache lines, which are typically 64 to 128 bytes [3].
However, a query in DBF and DCF must access multiple discrete counters and
buckets, which are usually much smaller than a cache line [7,8]. Therefore, a



query in existing dynamic set representation structures performs a large number
of small discrete memory accesses and reads a large amount of unnecessary data
from memory, resulting in long membership query time.

In Fig. 1, we examine the query performance of DBF and DCF by experi-
ments with real-world network traffic traces [1]. We deploy DBF and DCF on a
server with an Intel 2.60GHz CPU and 64GB memory. In each experiment, we
run 1×106 queries and record the average query time. We breakdown the query
time into three parts, including hash computation time, memory access time,
and item check time. The results show that with the increase of the number of
static filters, the memory access time grows rapidly and contributes a significant
fraction of 90% to the query time. If we can reduce the memory access time, the
query performance can be greatly improved.

Based on the observation, we propose the entry-extensible cuckoo filter (E2CF),
a dynamic set representation structure that satisfies the requirement of fast mem-
bership query. E2CF exploits the entry-level extension to store entries with the
same indexes at continuous physical addresses. By adopting the asynchronous ex-
tension and fine-grained splitting, E2CF achieves both space and time efficiency.
We implement E2CF and conduct comprehensive experiments with real-world
traces to evaluate the design. The results show that compared to existing designs,
E2CF reduces the query and insertion time by 82% and 28%, respectively.

To summarize, our contributions are threefold:
– We identify the problem of long membership query time in existing dynamic

set representation structures.
– We propose a novel structure to improve membership query performance by

exploiting entry-level extension of CF.
– We implement E2CF and conduct comprehensive experiments with real-

world traces to evaluate our design.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related

work. Section 3 presents E2CF design. Section 4 analyzes the performance of
E2CF. Section 5 evaluates our design. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

2.1 Static Structures

Bloom filter and counting bloom filter. Bloom filter (BF) [2] contains an
array of n bits. Initially, all the n bits are set to “0”. When inserting an item,
BF maps the item into the array by k independent hash functions and flips the
k corresponding bits to “1”. When determining whether item x belongs to a set,
BF checks whether the k corresponding bits of x are all “1”.

To support deletion in BF, Fan et al. [8] propose counting bloom filter (CBF),
which replaces each bit of BF with a counter of d bits. When inserting and
deleting an item, CBF increases or decreases the value of the corresponding
counter. However, it requires d× more space than a BF.

Cuckoo filter. Cuckoo filter (CF) [7] consists of an array of m buckets
and each bucket contains b entries. For an incoming item x, CF generates its
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Fig. 2. The process of inserting and querying items in CF

fingerprint (denoted as ξx) by a hash function and inserts it in one of the entries.
To alleviate collisions during insertion, CF computes two candidate buckets for
x and stores its fingerprint ξx in one entry of the two buckets. The two candidate
bucket indexes h1(x) and h2(x) are calculated by Eq. (1). With one of the two
candidate bucket indexes and ξx stored in it, CF can compute the other index
of x by using the known index to perform a XOR operation with hash(ξx).

h1(x) = hash(x)

h2(x) = h1(x)⊕ hash(ξx)
(1)

Figure 2 presents the examples of inserting x and querying y. For the in-
sertion, since both the two buckets of ξx are full, CF randomly kicks out a
fingerprint as a victim, e.g., ξf , and stores ξx in it. Then CF computes the other
candidate bucket index for victim ξf . Since the other bucket 3 of ξf is also full,
CF evicts a new victim ξi and stores ξf in bucket 3. The eviction repeats until
all items find empty entries or the number of relocations reaches the pre-defined
maximum number of kickouts (MNK). For the query of y, CF reads the finger-
prints from its two candidate buckets and checks whether ξy exists in them. For
an item deletion, CF finds the corresponding fingerprint and removes it.

Guo et al. [10] reveal that data sets in real applications are highly dynamic.
However, existing static structures [7,8] lack the ability to extend capacity. In
addition, allocating large enough capacity in advance will cause a waste of space.
Therefore, it is rather important to design a set representation structure that
supports dynamically extending and downsizing capacity.

2.2 Dynamic Structures

Dynamic bloom filter. Guo et al. [10] propose the dynamic bloom filter (DBF),
which is an approximate set representation structure that copes with dynami-
cally changing of set cardinality. A DBF consists of a linked list of s homogeneous
CBFs. When the current CBF is full, DBF extends its capacity by appending
new building blocks of CBFs. For a query, DBF checks every CBF independently
to determine whether the item exists in it.

Dynamic cuckoo filter. Chen et al. [5] propose the dynamic cuckoo filter
(DCF), which uses a linked list of s homogeneous CFs to dynamically adjust
capacity. DCF always maintains an active CF. When a new item comes, DCF
tries to insert it into the active CF. If the active CF is full, DCF appends a
new empty CF and stores the item in it. Then the new CF becomes the active



CF. For a query, the DCF, however, needs to probe the candidate buckets in all
the CFs to check whether the fingerprint exists in it. Clearly, a query process in
DCF will access discrete memory multiple times, resulting in long query time.

Consistent cuckoo filter. Luo et al. [11] propose the index-independent
cuckoo filter (I2CF), which adds and removes buckets adaptively to cope with
dynamic set. However, I2CF can only handle small-scale capacity extension. To
deal with large-scale highly dynamic data set, Luo et al. [11] further propose the
Consistent cuckoo filter, which consists of a linked list of I2CFs.

Existing dynamic structures typically adopt filter-level extension, which re-
quires a membership query to probe all discrete homogeneous filters, resulting in
unsatisfied query performance. Differently, E2CF exploits entry-level extension,
reduces memory accesses, and further improves query performance.

3 Entry-Extensible Cuckoo Filter

3.1 Overview

As aforementioned, the query performance of existing dynamic set representation
structures suffers from the large number of small discrete memory accesses. The
E2CF exploits the entry-level extension to avoid many time-consuming memory
accesses. An E2CF is initially a standard CF, i.e., CF0. When E2CF needs to ex-
tend capacity, it creates a new partial cuckoo filter (PCF) and alternately moves
half of the old buckets to the new PCF. We call the newly allocated filter PCF
because it only contains partial buckets of the primary standard CF0. Then, the
empty entries of the removed buckets are merged into the adjacent remaining
buckets. In this manner, the entries with the same index are stored in continuous
physical addresses. For a query, E2CF determines which two candidate buckets
the fingerprint resides in and reads them from memory. To improve space ef-
ficiency, E2CF allows every PCF to extend capacity independently. E2CF also
leverages a fine-grained splitting method to support operations during splitting.
We summarize the notations used in this paper in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations

Notation Explanation

ξx the fingerprint of the item x
PCFk the kth PCF in E2CF
k1, k2 the serial number of PCFs which an item belongs to

h1(x),h2(x) the two candidate bucket indexes of x in primary CF0

h1(x)′,h2(x)′ the two candidate bucket indexes of x in PCFk1 and PCFk2

m the number of buckets in primary CF0

b the number of entries in a bucket of primary CF0

lh, ll the highest and lowest level that PCFs exist
f the length of fingerprint
α the maximum permissible load factor of PCF
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Fig. 3. An example of E2CF

3.2 Entry-level Extension

E2CF exploits the entry-level extension to reduce the large number of small
discrete memory accesses. However, if we directly allocate new memory to extend
entries, the physical addresses of entries with the same indexes will be discrete.
Fortunately, we find that the physical addresses of the adjacent buckets in a CF
are continuous, which could be utilized in entry extension.

Initially, E2CF consists of a primary CF, denoted as CF0, which has m
buckets. Each bucket in CF0 has b entries. When the number of items increases,
E2CF extends its capacity. E2CF first allocates a new PCF1, which has the same
size as CF0. To leverage the continuous memory addresses of adjacent buckets
to extend entries, E2CF moves the buckets with odd indexes from CF0 to PCF1.
The empty entries of these buckets in CF0 are then merged into the adjacent
buckets with smaller even indexes, which forms new PCF0. After the extension,
both PCF0 and PCF1 have m/2 buckets and each bucket contains 2× b entries.
The process of moving buckets with odd index to the new PCF is called splitting.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of E2CF. For simplicity, we only plot the
fingerprints in the primary CF0 during splitting. When CF0 in level 0 starts to
split, E2CF will allocate a new PCF1 and move the fingerprints in buckets with
odd indexes, e.g., ξh and ξn in bucket 1, to PCF1. Then the buckets with even
indexes in CF0 absorb the adjacent empty entries. Since PCF0 and PCF1 in
level 1 are derived from the same PCF in level 0, we call them brother PCFs.
However, if we split all PCFs in E2CF simultaneously, the space cost will increase
exponentially, which is unacceptable for applications with expensive storage.

To solve the problem, we adopt the asynchronous extension method, which
enables each PCF to extend capacity independently. A PCF performs splitting

Algorithm 1: E2CF: Splitting ()

1 if PCFk in level l reaches the split condition then
2 new PCFk+pow(2,l);
3 for n = 1;n < m/pow(2, l);n+ = 2 do
4 move PCFk.B[n] to PCFk+pow(2,l).B[(n− 1)/2];

5 increase the level of PCFk and PCFk+pow(2,l) by 1;



only when one of the following two conditions is met. First, the load factor of
a PCF, i.e., the ratio of the used entries to the total entries, exceeds the pre-
defined maximum permissible load factor α. Second, the number of relocations
reaches MNK. We will split the PCF that performs the last kicking out.

Once a PCF reaches the split condition, E2CF splits it independently. For
example, in Fig. 3, if PCF0 in level 1 reaches the split condition, E2CF splits
PCF0 into PCF0 and PCF2 in level 2. Since PCF1 in level 1 does not satisfy
the split condition, it remains in level 1. At this moment, E2CF contains three
grey PCFs, i.e., PCF0, PCF1, and PCF2. The total number of buckets in E2CF
remains eight. When a new item comes, E2CF finds its candidate PCFs and
buckets according to our insertion method (Section 3.3).

To help locate the PCFs and buckets, we assign a serial number for each
PCF. After the split of PCFk in level l, the serial number of the PCF that hold
even index buckets remains k. For the newly allocated PCF that receives odd
index buckets from the PCFk, its serial number is the sum of k and 2l. For
example, when the PCF0 in level 1 splits, the serial number of PCF0 does not
change. The serial number of the newly allocated PCF is the sum of 0 and 21,
which is two. Algorithm 1 presents the splitting process.

3.3 Operations of E2CF

Insertion. When inserting an item x, E2CF first calculates its fingerprint ξx.
Then E2CF needs to determine which PCFs (PCFk1

and PCFk2
) and buckets

(bucket h1(x)′ and h2(x)′) the fingerprint ξx belongs to. For an item x, E2CF

Algorithm 2: E2CF: Insert (x)

1 fp = ξx, h1(x) = hash(x), h2(x) = h1(x)
⊕
hash(fp);

2 for j = 0; j < MNK; j + + do
3 // Calculate k1 and h1(x)′

4 for l = ll; l ≤ lh; l + + do

5 k1 = h1(x)%2l;
6 if PCFk1 belong to level l then

7 h1(x)′ = bh1(x)/2lc;
8 break;

9 if j = 0 then
10 calculate k2 and h2(x)′;

11 if PCFk1 .B[h1(x)′] or PCFk2 .B[h2(x)′] has an empty entry then
12 put fp to the empty entry;
13 return success;

14 randomly kick out a victim ξt from the two buckets and store fp;
15 fp = ξt;
16 let h1(x) be another primary candidate bucket index of the victim ξt;

17 PCFk1 .Splitting () and insert fp;



computes the primary candidate bucket indexes h1(x) and h2(x) by Eq. (1).
Since we do not know which level the candidate PCFs exist, we search from the
lowest level ll. We calculate the serial number k1 of the first PCF by Eq. (2).
If PCFk1 exists in the level, then we calculate h1(x)′ by Eq. (2). Otherwise,
we repeat the same computation from level ll + 1 to lh until PCFk1

and h1(x)′

are found. Similarly, we can obtain another candidate PCFk2
and bucket index

h2(x)′ of item x. During the insertion, the PCF that reaches the split condition
performs splitting operation.

ki = hi(x)%2l

hi(x)′ = bhi(x)/2lc i ∈ {1, 2}
(2)

Figure 3 presents an example of inserting item x. When there are no empty
entries in the two candidate buckets of x, E2CF randomly kicks out a fingerprint
ξt, which is called a victim, and stores ξx. For ξt, E2CF calculates its another
candidate bucket and continues the relocation. For an insertion, if both two
candidate buckets have empty entries, E2CF inserts the item into the bucket
in the lower level to ensure load balance. In this manner, the value of lh − ll
is usually very small in practice, resulting in little index computation overhead.
Algorithm 2 presents the detailed process of the insertion in E2CF.

Membership query. For a query of item x, E2CF computes k1 and h1(x)′

by Eq. (2). If a matched ξx is identified in a bucket of PCFk1 , E2CF returns
success. Otherwise, E2CF further calculates k2 and h2(x)′ and checks whether
ξx exists in PCFk2

. If both the two candidate buckets do not contain ξx, E2CF
returns failure. Since E2CF only needs to read two buckets and entries in each
bucket have continuous physical addresses, very little memory access overhead
is introduced in a query.

Deletion. For the deletion of item x, E2CF searches the position of ξx by
a membership query and removes it from E2CF. If the fingerprint ξx is not in
E2CF, the delete operation returns failure.

However, deletions may result in the reduction of space utilization in E2CF.
To improve space efficiency, we compress sparse PCFs to downsize the capacity
of E2CF. For a PCFp in the highest level lh, if the load factors of both PCFp

and its brother PCF are less than α/2− 0.1, we merge them into a PCF in level
lh − 1. If the sparse PCFp is not in level lh, we first try to move the fingerprints
in level lh to it. Then, we merge the sparse PCFs in the highest level lh. With
the compression method, we can restrict the maximum level difference in E2CF,
i.e., lh − ll ≤ 2, which improves the insertion and query performance.

3.4 Fine-grained Splitting

The dynamic sets in real applications typically require real-time insert and query
operations [9]. However, supporting real-time operations is difficult when E2CF
is splitting. To solve the problem, we design a fine-grained splitting method,
which allows E2CF to perform operations during splitting.

When a PCF starts to split, we mark it as in the splitting state. In E2CF,
we add a 1-bit flag to each bucket. For the primary CF0, we initialize the flag to



“0”, which represents the buckets has not split. When a new item x is inserted
into a bucket with flag “0” in the splitting CF0, we check whether the bucket
index h1(x)′ is odd. If so, we flip the flags of old buckets h1(x)′ and h1(x)′ − 1
to 1, move the bucket h1(x)′ to the newly allocated PCF, and store ξx in the
new PCF. Otherwise, we change the flags of old buckets h1(x)′ and h1(x)′ + 1,
move the bucket h1(x)′+ 1 to the new PCF, and store ξx in the old PCF. When
moving the bucket, we move the flag together. After CF0 is split into PCF0 and
PCF1 in level 1, all the flags are converted to “1”. So for PCFs in even levels,
flag “0” indicates that the bucket has not split; while for PCFs in odd levels,
flag “1” does. The PCF splitting process finishes when all flags of the buckets in
the old PCF are flipped. Then we reset the PCF to non-splitting state.

In this manner, E2CF moves buckets during insertion. For an operation on
the splitting PCF, if its candidate bucket has been moved, we perform it on the
newly allocated PCF. Otherwise, we operate on the old splitting PCF.

4 Analysis of E2CF

4.1 Query Performance

According to Fig. 1, the memory access time dominates the query time. There-
fore, we use the memory access time Tmem to represent the query performance.
Today’s CPU reads data from memory at cache line granularity. We denote the
size of a cache line as M and use Tc to represent the time of reading a cache line
size memory. For DBF and DCF, they access small discrete memories that are
much smaller than M . Their memory access time is calculated by Eq. (3).

TDBF−mem = k × Tc × s, TDCF−mem = 2× Tc × s (3)

where k represents each CBF in DBF has k independent hash function, and s
is the number of static filters in DBF and DCF. The memory access time of a
query in E2CF is calculated by Eq. (4), where s is the number of PCFs in E2CF.

TE2CF−mem = 2× Tc × d
2dlog2se × b
bMf c

e (4)

In practice, M is typically 64 to 128 bytes. In E2CF, we set b = 4 and f = 16
bits. Therefore, bMf c ∈ [32, 64]. Also, s ≤ 2dlog2se ≤ 2× s. Equation (5) presents
the range of TE2CF−mem, which is much smaller than that of DBF and DCF.

Tc × d
s

8
e ≤ TE2CF−mem ≤ Tc × d

s

2
e (5)

4.2 False Positive Rate

According to [7], the false positive rate of CF can be computed by Eq. (6).

FPCF = 1− (1− 1

2f
)2b ≈ 2b

2f
(6)
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Fig. 6. Query time with dif-
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In E2CF, PCFs may exist in multiple levels, and the number of entries in
the PCFs of level l is 2l × b. We use nl to denote the number of PCFs in level
l. The false positive rate of E2CF is calculated by Eq. (7). When all the PCFs
exist in one level, the false positive rate of E2CF and DCF [5] is the same.

FPE2CF =1−
lh∑
l=ll

nl
s
× (1− 1

2f
)2×2

l×b ≈ b

2f × s

lh∑
l=ll

(2l+1 × nl) (7)

5 Performance

5.1 Experiment Setups

We implement E2CF and make the source code publicly available1. We conduct
the experiments on a server with an Intel 2.60GHz Xeon E5-2670 CPU and 64GB
RAM. The CPU has 32KB L1 data cache, 32KB instruction cache, 256KB L2
cache, and 20MB L3 cache. The size of a cache line in the server is 64 bytes. We
use both real-word network traffic traces [1] and synthetic data set to evaluate
the performance.

We compare E2CF with DBF [10] and DCF [5], respectively. For E2CF and
DCF, we set m = 222, b = 4, α = 0.9, and f = 16. For DBF, the parameters
are calculated based on the same false positive rate as E2CF. We run each
experiment five times and record the average value.

5.2 Results

Figure 4 compares the query time with different values of s. The E2CF-sp means
some PCFs are in the splitting state during the query. We perform negative
queries, which means searching for a non-existent item. The result shows that
the splitting state barely affects the query performance and E2CF reduces the
query time by up to 85% and 82% compared to DBF and DCF, respectively.
That is because DBF and DCF need to access small discrete memory multiple
times while E2CF only needs to read entries in continuous memory.

Figure 5 presents the query time with different proportions of negative queries
when s = 32. The result shows that E2CF always greatly outperforms DBF and

1https://github.com/CGCL-codes/E2CF

https://github.com/CGCL-codes/E2CF
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DCF. Figure 6 compares the query time [13] with different set cardinalities. The
result shows that E2CF reduces the query time by up to 82% compared to DCF.

Figure 7 shows the instantaneous insertion time with different MNKs. We test
non-repeatable insertion, which does not allow an item to be inserted twice. With
the increase of the number of inserted items, E2CF reduces the instantaneous
insertion time by up to 45% and 28% compared to DBF and DCF, respectively.

Figure 8 plots the cumulative insertion time with different MNKs. When we
increase MNK from 10 to 40, more relocations will occur, and the insertion time
of DCF and E2CF increases. The result shows that compared to DBF and DCF,
E2CF reduces the cumulative insertion time by up to 41% and 22%.

Figure 9 presents the deletion time with different values of s. When s in-
creases, the deletion time of DBF and DCF grows linearly, while the time of
E2CF is essentially unchanged. Figure 10 plots the deletion time with different
set cardinalities. The result shows that E2CF reduces the deletion time by up
to 84% and 79% compared to DBF and DCF, respectively.

Figure 11 compares the memory cost when increasing set cardinalities. E2CF-
syn denotes E2CF without asynchronous extension. As shown in the figure, E2CF
reduces the memory cost by up to 66% and 50% compared to DBF and E2CF-
syn and achieves comparable space efficiency with DCF. But note that E2CF
greatly outperforms DCF in terms of the query, insert, and delete performance.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we find that the query performance of existing set representation
structures is subject to long memory access time. We design and implement



the E2CF, a dynamic structure that supports fast membership query for large-
scale dynamic data set. The E2CF exploits entry-level extension to extend and
downsize capacity. We further adopt asynchronous extension and fine-grained
splitting methods to achieve space and time efficiency. Theoretical analysis and
experiment results show that E2CF greatly outperforms existing schemes.
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